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Abstract 
In this paper we characterize and construct efficient estimates of the regression parameter 
fl in the semiparametric additive regression model 
Yj=flTu i+7(vy)+x j ,  j=  1,2 . . . . .  
where fl is an unknown vector in ~,  7' is an unknown Lipschitz-continuous f nction from [-0, 1] 
to ~, (U~, V~), (U2, Vz) .... are independent R m x [0, 1]-valued random vectors with common 
distribution G and are independent of X~,X 2 . . . . .  and X~,X 2 .... is a stationary AR(1) 
process with parameter ~belonging to the interval ( - I, 1) and innovation densityfwith mean 
0 and finite variance. 
AMS classification: 62G05;62G20. 
Keywords: Efficient estimation; Semiparametric additive regression; Autoregressive process 
1. Introduction 
Consider the semiparametric regression model 
Y j=[ ( ru j+7(V j )+X j ,  j=  1,2 . . . .  , (1.1) 
where fl is an unknown vector in ~",  7 is an unknown Lipschitz-continuous function 
from [0, 1] to R, (U1, V1), (U2, V2) . . . .  are independent ~"x  [-0, 1J-valued random 
vectors with common distribution G and are independent of X~, X2 . . . . .  and 
X~, X2, ... is a stationary AR(1) process with parameter ~belonging to the interval 
( - 1, 1) and innovation density f with mean 0 and finite variance a 2. This model 
was introduced by Engle et al. (1986) to study the effect of weather on electricity 
demand. 
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The above model has received a lot of attention in the case ~ = 0, i.e., when 
X1, X2, ... are independent and identically distributed. Early work sought o esti- 
mate the regression function (u, v) ~ flXu + 7(v), see Wahba (1984) and Green et al. 
(1985). More recent work dealt with the estimation of fl at a parametric rate. Chen 
(1988), Chen and Shiau (1991), Heckman (1986, 1988), Robinson (1988) and Speckman 
(1988) constructed x/~-consistent estimates of fl under the nonsingularity of the 
matrix 
A = E I-(U 1 - w(V 1)) (U 1 - w(V 1))T], 
which guarantees the identifiability of the parameter fl, and under various conditions 
on w and 7, where w(V1) is the conditional expectation of U1 given V1. More precisely, 
these authors constructed estimates which satisfy 
1 " 
]~n = fl "[- Hj~'==I i - i  Wj(Y j  - f lTuj  -- 7(Vj)) -~- Op(H- 1/2), 
with 
Wj=Uj -w(V~) ,  j= l ,2  . . . .  
As pointed out by Chen (1988) such estimates are efficient if the error density f is 
normal. Cuzick (1992a) constructed efficient estimates/~, of fl when f is  known and has 
finite Fisher information. Such estimates are characterized by 
~, = fl + (JA) -1 WjI(Y~ - U~fl - 7(Vj)) + Op(n- 1/2), (1.2) 
j= 
where J is the Fisher information and I the score function for location, i.e., 
J=  12(x)f(x)dx and l=  -~ l~s>0/ .  
Cuzick (1992b) and Schick (1993) constructed efficient estimates ~, offl when the error 
distribution is unknown. Such estimates are still characterized by (1.2). Thus not 
knowingfdoes not result in a loss of efficiency. 
The efficiency criterion used by these authors is that of a least dispersed regular 
estimator for semiparametric models as elaborated in Begun et al. (1983) and Pfanzagl 
and Wefelmeyer (1982) for the i.i.d, case; see also the monograph by Bickel et al. (1993). 
This concept is based on the H~jek-Le Cam convolution theorem for locally asymp- 
totically normal (LAN) families. 
In this paper we shall show that one can still construct efficient estimates of fl when 
the errors form an autoregressive process. This program consists of two tasks. The 
first task deals with the characterization f efficient estimates and the second task with 
the construction of efficient estimates. 
In Section 2 we deal with the first task. We begin by formulating an appropriate 
convolution theorem for regular estimators of directionally differentiable functionals 
under an abstract LAN condition. Then we verify the applicability of this result by 
showing that the given model satisfies this LAN condition. This follows along 
established lines. See Kreiss (1987), Milbrodt (1992) and Swensen (1985) for earlier 
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LAN results in AR processes. Finally, we characterize efficient estimates of fl and ~. In 
particular, we show that an estimate {ft, } of fl is efficient if and only if 
ft. = fl + (~'(~))-~ z.(~, fl) + odn- la ) ,  
where 
and 
~(o 0 = (1 + o~2)JA 
(1.3) 
i n 
~n(O~' fl) = E (Wj  - -o tWj_ I ) I (Y  j - -  f l Tu j  - -  ~(Vj)  
n j=2 
-- ~(Y j- 1 -- f l Tu  j - 1 -- ~(V j_  1))). 
Note that (1.3) reduces to (1.2) if a = 0. Thus not knowing that a = 0 does not result in 
a loss of efficiency. 
In Section 3 we carry out the second task by constructing an efficient estimate of ft. 
This construction follows closely the one given by Schick (1993) in regression models 
with independent and identically distributed errors. It requires the availability of 
~-cons is tent  preliminary estimates of a and fl to obtain estimates of the regression 
function ? and the errors ej = Xj - aXe_ ~ which are then used to estimate the score 
function 1 and the Fisher information J. Section 3 concludes with examples of 
x/-n-consistent estimates of ~ and ft. 
The essence of this paper is that the results of Schick (1993) on the construction of 
efficient estimates of fl carry over to the present case with only minor modification. 
This is made precise in Section 4 where the efficiency of our estimate is proved by 
relying heavily on Theorem 5.3 in Schick (1993). Section 5 contains a proof of the 
LAN condition for our model. 
We shall carry out this program under the following assumptions on the error 
density f and the covariate distribution G, but we shall not require any smoothness 
on w. 
Assumption 1.1 The density f satisfies the moment conditions 
f xf(x)dx =O and a2 = f x2f(x)dx < oo, 
and has finite Fisher information for location. 
Assumption 1.2. The distribution Q of the random variable V 1 has a Lebesgue density 
that is bounded and bounded away from 0 on [0, 1], the random variable ]1U1]]2 
has finite expectation, and the matrix A=E[ (U~-w(V1) ) (Ut -w(V1) )  T] is 
nonsingular. 
The above are assumed throughout without further reference. The distribution 
associated with the densityfis denoted by F. The Borel sigma-field on R s is denoted 
by ~3s. The normal distribution on ~3s with mean vector # and covariance matrix V is 
denoted by N~(#, V). The symbol ~(XIP) stands for the distribution of a random 
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vector X under a probability measure P. If {a, } and {b,} are sequences of positive 
numbers, then a, ~ b, means that a,/b, + b,/a, is bounded. 
2. Efficiency considerations 
In this section we briefly state an appropriate convolution theorem and then apply 
it to characterize l ast dispersed regular estimators for our autoregressive model. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product (', ")u. For each n = 1, 2 . . . .  , let 
(f~,, Z,) be a measurable space and {P,,h: h e H} a family of probability measures on 
Z, which possesses the following property. 
Assumption2.1. There exists a bounded, self-adjoint, positive-definite operator 
F from H to H and a sequence {5(,}, where X, is a linear map from H into Lz(P,,0), 
such that 
and 
~(~. (h) l P.. o) =~ NI(0, (h, Fh).) 
dP.,h _ X.(h) + ½(h, rh) .  --. o 
l°gdP,  o 
for all h E H. 
(2.1) 
in P,, o-prob. (2.2) 
(2.3) 
~(X,(k)l P,,h) ~ Nl((k, Fh)u, (k, Fk)). (2.4) 
This follows from Theorem 2.1 in Le Cam (1960) which characterizes contiguity. 
Property (2.4) is commonly known as Le Cam's Third Lemma. See Hfijek and Sidfik 
(1967). 
Let q~l, . . . ,  q~ be elements of H and set 
Oh = 
rh). / 
(4,,, r4 ,0 ,  ... (4)1, r¢~),,] 
( j~  ~ * . . . " 
. . .  
{P,.h} and {P,,k} are contiguous 
and 
Remark 2.2. Assumption 2.1 is simply a version of Le Cam's (1960) LAN Condition. 
Let us mention the following consequences of Assumption 2.1. If h and k are elements 
in H, then 
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and 
In view of (2.4) 
%I ~“,,) 3 NS(Dh, @)> hEH. 
The following convolution theorem is formulated in the spirit of Pfanzagl and 
Wefelmeyer (1982). 
Theorem 2.3. Let {&,} b e a sequence of s-dimensional random vectors such that 
g(6, - Dhl p,,,) *M 
for all h E H and some probability measure M on Bi,. Then 
g!(t, - ii,, i,l p,,,) *R x N,(O, @) 
for some probability measure R on ‘BS. 
Remark 2.4. The above theorem shows that the limiting distribution M is a convolu- 
tion M = R *N,(O, @). Thus M is at least as dispersed as N,(O, @). Moreover, M is 
least dispersed, i.e., M = N,(O, @), if and only if R is point mass at 0. In other words, 
M = N,(O, @) if and only if 5, - i,, -+ 0 in {P,,,}-probability. 
The parameter set 0 for our autoregressive model is 
O=( - 1,l)xR”x~x~xC5, 
where 4j is the set of all Lipschitz-continuous functions from [0, l] to R, ?j is the set of 
all Lebesgue densities which have zero means, finite variances, and finite Fisher 
informations for location, and 6 is the set of all distributions on ‘B,+ 1 for which 
Assumption 1.2 holds. Let 
H=IWxW’xL2(Q)~~~@J, 
where 
8 = 6 L (F). 6( )dF( ) = {+x x{xx 6(. )dF(x) = 0 1 
and 
We need the following simple lemma which we state without a proof. 
Lemma 2.5. For every CE L2(Q), there exists a sequence {yn} in $ such that 
s 1&?~,&) - Y(Z)) - c(z)? dQ(4 + 0. (2.5) 
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For every 6 e ~, there exists a sequence {f,} in ~ such that 
f lx/-~(f]/2(y) _fa/2(y)) _ ½ 6(y)fl/2(y)[2 dy --* 0 
and 
f yEf,(y)dy--, f y2f(y)dy. 
For every qe (~, there exists a sequence {G.} in ff~ such that 
f nx'(df   " df£ l 
\~/ d# - 5qN/~ dp--}O 




Definition 2.6. A sequence {0,} = {(~,, ft,, 7,,f . ,  G,)} in ® is called a local sequence for 
0 if x/~(~, - 00 and x/~(//, - fl) are bounded and if (2.5) to (2.8) hold for some 
(c, 6, t/)~L2(Q)× ~× ~b. If also x /~(~, -  ~)~a and v/ -n(f l . -  f l )~b,  then we call 
h = (a, b, c, 6, q) the direction of the local sequence {0.}. 
Let now x denote a map from ® to ~s. By an estimate of~c we mean a sequence {~,}, 
where go, is an s-dimensional random vector based on the sample 
S, = (Y1, Ua, V1 . . . . .  Y,, U,, V,), 
i.e., k, = x,(S,) for some measurable function x, from (E × E"  × [0, 1])" to Es. 
Definition 2.7. We say an estimate {k, } of x is regular at 0 if there exists a distribution 
M such that 
~,(na/2(k. - x(O,))lPoo) ~ M 
for every local sequence {0,} for 0. The distribution M is called the limiting distribution 
of 
We shall now study regular estimates of t¢ under the following differentiability 
assumption. 
Assumption 2.8. For every h ~ H and every local sequence {0, } for 0 with direction h, 
the map K satisfies 
nl/Z(tc(On) -- x(O)) --* Dh. 
Now fix a local sequence {On} = {(an, fin, v,f, G)} for O. Set 
Xn,j y j  T = -- ft, Uj - ?(V~), j = 1 . . . . .  n, (2.9) 
and, with X..o = 0, 
e,.j = X., j  - ~,X, , j -  a, j = 1, ... ,n. (2.10) 
Recall that w(Va) denotes the conditional expectation of Ua given Va. 
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Theorem 2.9. For each h = (a, b, c, 3, tl)e H, let { O.,n } = {(&., ]~., ?.,f., G.)} be a local 
sequence for 0 satisfying (2.5)to (2.8), wfn(~. - ~. } ~ a, and xfn(~. - ft. } --. b. Suppose 
P.,h is the restriction of P,%, to the sigma-field generated by the sample S.. Then 
Assumption 2.1 holds with 
•.(h) = n -1/2 ~ A.,j(a,b,c)l(e..,j) + n 
j=2 
- 1/2 6(e..j) + n -1/2 ~ tl(Uj, Vs) ,
j=2  j=2 
and 
(h, Fh)H= dv2 + 2~l fladF + f62dF + fn2dG, 
where 
A.,j(a,b,c) = aX., s 1 + bT(Us -- ~.Oj-a) + c(Vj) - ~.c(Vj-1), 
r2 -1_~ +(1 +~2) bTAb+ (bTw+e)ZdQ -2o~ bTw+edQ 
and 
= (1  - ~) JbTw + cdQ. 
The operator F is given by 
Fh=k l_~2a,  J(1 +~2)Ab+J  wF.(b,c,c~)dQ, JF.(b,c, 6),6 
+ (1 -~)  f wTb + cdQl, tl), 
where 
F,(b, c, 6)=(1 + a2) (bTw + c)-- 2a fbrw + cdQ + (1 -a )  f l6dF/ J ,  
J 3 
and satisfies 
(ho, Fh)n - 
000 2, ( ; ) 
1--~x z +J(1 +~2) bVoAb+ (bTow+co)(bTw+c)dQ 
-2~J f (bVow+co)dQf (bTw+c)dQ 
+(1-~)(f(b{w +co)dQ faldF + f(bTw + c)dQ f&ldF) 
+ f bo6dF + f qoqdG. 
.for ho = (ao, bo, Co, 6o, tlo) and h = (a, b, c, 6, ~) in H. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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Remark 2.10. The proof of this theorem is deferred to Section 5. It is based on 
sufficient conditions for LAN given by Fabian and Hannan (1987). Related results can 
be found in Kreiss (1987), Milbrodt (1992), Schick (1988, Example 5.2) and Swensen 
(1985). 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose the estimate {t~.} is regular at 0 and x satisfies Assumption 2.8. 
Then 
~(nl/Z(t~n -- l¢(On)) -- ~n, ~nl Po.) ~ R x Ns(O, 4 ) 
for some probability measure R on ~3~. 
Proof. Note that nl/2(lC(~gn,h) -- If(On) ) ~Dh for every he l l .  Now apply Theorem 2.3 
with 4. = n l /2 ( /~,  - K(On)). [] 
In view of Remark 2.4 we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.12. We call an estimate {~n} a least dispersed regular estimate o fx  at 0 if 
{~,} is regular at 0 and if its limiting distribution M equals Ns(0, ~b). 
Remark2.13.  It follows from Theorem 2.11 that {t~,} is a least dispersed regular 
est imator of x at 0 if and only if 
nll2(p~, - x(0n)) - ~, ~ 0 in P0-prob. 
We are now ready to characterize efficient estimates ofc~ and ft. For  this define maps 
nl and n2 on O by 
n l (a ,b ,c ,d ,e )=a and n2(a,b,c ,d ,e)=b,  (a ,b ,c ,d ,e)60,  
and note that ~ = hi(O) and fl = n2(0). 
Example 2.14. To discuss the estimation of the m-dimensional parameter fl we take 
s = m and ~c = n2. It is easy to see that for each h = (a, b, c, 6, q) ~ H, 
nl/2(7~2(~n) -- 7~2(0) )  --~ b, 
whenever {~9,} is local sequence for 0 with direction h. Let el . . . . .  em denote the 
standard basis in ~"  and set 
~bi -- (0,(~(~)) -1 el, - eT(~(~))- lW, 0,0), i ---- 1 . . . . .  m. 
Then one verifies Dh = b for h = (a, b, c d, e)~H. Thus Assumption 2.8 holds with 
K = n2. One calculates 
• -- (tP(ct)) - I  and ~, = nl/Z(tIt(ct))-lT/n(O~n, fln)• 
As T(~t,) ~ 7~(a), we have the following result. An estimate {fin} is a least dispersed 
regular estimate of n2 at 0 if it satisfies 
nXl2(fl. - ft, - (TJ(ct,))-1 Zn(a,, f in))~ 0 in e0-prob.  (2.13) 
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If we take 2, = 2 and ft, = fl, then this becomes the result (1.3) mentioned in the 
Introduction. This shows also that 
nUz(f ln + (~(~Xn))- J Zn(O~n, fin) - -  fl - -  (~(2) )  -1 Zn( 2, fl)) ~ 0 in P0-prob. (2.14) 
Example 2.15. To discuss the estimation of the ( - 1, 1)-valued parameter 2 we take 
s = 1 and K = 7~1. For each h = (a ,b ,c ,&q)~H,  
n ' /2 ( rc l (O . )  - rq(O))  ~ a, 
whenever {0, } is a local sequence for 0 with direction h, and 
//l --  22 "~ 
a = (4~, Fh), with q5 = ~ a~5-)-, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
Thus Assumption 2.8 holds with • = zt 1. Consequently, a least dispersed regular 
estimator {~,} of ztl at 0 is characterized by 
( ) nl/2 '~n - -  2n - -  -- Xn  2 - I  l(e,.2) 40 in P0,,-prob. (2.15) 
n j :2  crzJ  " 
i v .  X 2 ~cr2 / (1 -22  ) in and has asymptotic variance ~b = a -z J  1(1 -- ~2). As ' f f~ j= 2 n, j -1 
P<-prob., (2.15) is equivalent to 
x°,2÷1 t
r/l/2 fin -- 2n -- ~__2~n2;_-~f f  f 0 in P<-prob. (2.16) 
Note, if F = NI(0, ae), then l ( x ) / J  = x and (2.16) simplifies to 
-Y~7=2X"'2-~X-"'~--O in P,,°-prob. 
n 2 nl/2 ~" E2:2x. 2 1 / 
This becomes 
~=2Xj -~ IX~- -+0 in Po-prob. nX/2 ~" ~,  X ,~ I 
/Lj=2 2-1 / 
if 2~ = 2 and ft. = ft. Thus for normal innovations an efficient estimate of 2 has to be 
equivalent o the sample autocorrelation coefficient based on the unobservable 
X 1 . . . .  ,X  n , 
3. Construction of efficient estimates 
An important ool in the construction of efficient estimates in semiparametric 
models is the use of discretized w/~-consistent estimates of the finite-dimensional 
parameter. Such estimates can be treated as nonstochastic local sequences in proofs 
and combined with contiguity arguments lead to considerable simplifications in the 
proofs. See e.g. Bickel (1982), Schick (1986, 1987) for this approach. Its applicability is
guaranteed by formula (2.13) which involves local sequences for ~ and ft, To 
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implement this approach we thus assume that we have at our disposal discretized 
~-cons is tent  estimates {~. } and {/~} of c~ and fl, respectively. Possible choices will be 
discussed at the end of this section. 
Recall a sequence of random vectors {~.} is discretized if for every q > 0 there exists 
an integer q and a sequence {C.} of events uch that Po(C.) >>- 1 - q and the image 
{(.(~o): ~o ~ C.} of C. under (. has at most q elements for all n. A possible way to 
discretize a d-dimensional v/~-consistent estimate is to round the estimate to the 
closest point on the grid {(al . . . . .  ad)/~/n: al, . . . ,  ad = 0, 1, -- 1, 2, -- 2 . . . .  }. More 
sophisticated methods are described in Fabian and Hannan (1982). We should stress 
that the following results do not depend on the way the estimates are discretized. We 
also believe that discretization can be avoided at the expense of more complicated 
proofs. 
For technical reasons we need truncated versions of the U~. Let {B.} be a sequence 
of positive integers and set 
f Uj, IIUjlI <~ B., 
U . , j=]  B, U. , j= l , . . . ,n .  
(Nujll ~' IIUjll >B. ,  
For a positive integer M, let IM ,  1 ,  . . .  , IM, M denote the intervals defined by 
IM.i= M ' , i= l  . . . . .  M- - l ,  and IM.M= ,1 . 
Let {M,} be a sequence of positive integers and set N, = M~. Denote the indicator of 
IN..~ by Z,.~ and the indicator of IM..~ by 0,., .  Define 
A Y3=1 u., jz.,~(vj) 
w.,~ = v = 1, ... ,N., 
£Y:,  z...(vi) ' 
and 
~., =X%1(r~-U. uj)¢.,.(vj), ~=1, ...,M.. 
E~= I I]ln,u(Vj) 
Estimate w and 7 by the piecewise constant random functions ft. and ~. defined by 
N. M. 
~.(v)= ~. X.,v(v)~.,v and ~.(v)= ~ 0.,,(v)~.,,, ve[0,1],  
v=l  #=1 
and set 
v~, ,~ = u . ,~  - ~ . (v~) ,  j = I,  . . . ,  n, 
g, . j  = yj _ ~v Uj -- ~.(Vj), j = 1, . . . ,  n, 
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Based on the variables ~,.2, ... ,~ .... construct he kernel density estimate f , with 
kernel k and window length a. by 
L(x) - (n - 1)a~ k 
j=2  
Estimate the score function 1 by 
f:(x) 
~'.(x)- b. +L(x)' xe~.  
Set 
xEN. 
T" Ix) - L (x)f~ (~) - L ' (x )  (b. + L(x))  
(b. + fo(x)) ~ , x e ~, 
=•2 
^! ^ 
l.(e.,j) and /], ^ ~v = = - Wn. j  W, . j .  L -'n j= n j= l  
Finally, construct the estimate 
1 " 
/~. = 17. + n j=~2 t(1= + ~)3. /1.) -~ (¢z.~ _ ~. ~. . j_  ~) r.(~.,~). 
Theorem 3.1. The estimate {ft,} satisfies (1.3) under the following conditions. 
(1) The sequences {a.}, {b.} and {B.} satisfy a.~O, b. ~ a., B.--* ~,  and 
Bnn-1/6 an 2 ----~ 0. 
(2) The sequence {M.} of positive integers atisfies M, ~ n 1/3. 
(3) The Lebesgue density k is positive, symmetric, three times continuously differenti- 
able, has finite variance ~ x2k(x)dx and satisfies 
Ik~i)(x)[ <~ Ck(x), x6[R, i = 1,2,3, 
Jor some positive constant C. 
(4) {~.} is a discretized x/n-consistent estimate of c~. 
(5) {/~} is a discretized x/n-consistent estimate of ft. 
A proof of this theorem is given in the next section. Let us now discuss various 
issues in the above construction and then describe choices of xfn-consistent estimates 
of ~ and ft. 
Remark 3.2. The above theorem shows that efficient estimates offl can be constructed 
without requiring any smoothness assumptions on w; recall w(V1) = E(UIIV1). We 
achieve this by undersmoothing the estimate ft. of w by taking N, = M 2. In our proof 
it is critical that N, is an integer multiple of M.. This is used in the proof of (4.1) to 
conclude that 
W,. j~ , (V j )  = 0. (3.4) 
j= l  
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Also N, has to tend to infinity faster than n ~/2 but not too fast. Inspecting the proof of 
(4.1) shows that we can takeN, n ~forany6 1 2 ,-~ ~(~, ~] as long as it is a multiple of M,. 
In the literature it is often assumed that w is Lipschitz-continuous. Under this 
additional assumption our results simplify. In this case we can construct ~, with AT, 
,,, n ~/3 instead of 5/. = M 2 and obtain from the Lipschitz-continuity of w that 
1 n ~ ~, j=l  I I~;n(V j ) -  w(Vj)[] 2 = Opo(n-2/3) • The des i red  (4.1) immediately fo l lows  f rom 
this, 1 . ~ j= 111~,(Vj) 7(Vj)]J z = Opo(n -2/3) and an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz 
Inequality. 
Remark 3.3. Since the above procedure requires nonparametric estimates of the 
curves 7 and l, it might require rather large sample sizes to work. If one is willing to 
impose additional smoothness assumptions on 7 such as Lipschitz continuous higher- 
order derivatives, one can use nonparametric estimates of 7 with a faster rate of 
convergence. A possibility are higher-order least-squares spline estimates. The use of 
such faster estimates should result in a better performance ofthe proposed estimate in 
moderate sample sizes. Of course, alternative estimates of 7 and w must still be chosen 
to possess the same properties as required of the present estimates. These properties 
can be found in the proof below and are (R.1)-(R.3), (S.0)-(S.1) and (4.1). 
Remark 3.4. The construction of the proposed estimator equires the selection of 
proper tuning constants a,, b,, B, ,  M , .  Of course, the conclusions of the above 
theorem remain valid if these constants are replaced by discretized stochastic versions. 
For example, one can use bootstrap techniques to select these quantities from 
properly chosen grids subject to minimizing say the bootstrapped variance of the 
proposed estimate. 
Example 3.5. Let 
ET=28.,j-, 8.,j 
n A2 
~j= 2 Xn . j -  1 
This estimate is x~-consistent under (2) and (5) of the theorem. Indeed, under these 
conditions we can show that 
~(nl/2(~. - c0l P0) => N1 (0, 1 - ~2). (3.5) 
Let 
O~*n ~)~= 2 X j -  I X j 
n 2 
Y j=2 X j _  1 
It is well known that 
~(nl/2( °t* -- ~)l Po) ~ NI(0, 1 -- a2). 
Thus the desired result follows if we verify that 
~n = ~* q- OP.(rt-1/2) • (3.6) 
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By the discreteness of {/~} it suffices to prove (3.6) under the assumption that {/~} is 
a non-stochastic sequence {ft,} such that x/-n([3,-[3) is bounded. Let 0, = 
(c~, [3,, 7,f G) and let X,,j be as defined in (2.9). Then (3.6) follows from 
n X _ n ~. j=2 n,j- lXn, j  ~ . j=2X j - IX j  
+ Op, (n -  1) n 2 n Xj_ 1 E j=2Xn, j -1  ~[j=2 2 
and 
2%2 g., j -  ~ g..~- = E7-2 x.,j_, x.,j 
_~ Ope, (F/-  l /2).  n A2 n 2 
~j=2Xn, j - I  Z j=2Xn, j -1  
The first statement is well known. See Fuller (1976, Section 9) for results of this nature. 
The second statement follows from the results in Schick (1994) on nonparametric 
regression. Use his Theorem 2.1 and results in Section 3 applied with his Yj replaced 
by our Y~ - fit US . 
Example 3.6. Set 
j= l  = ' n j= l  
Then {ft.} is a x/-n-consistent estimate of ft. We demonstrate his by showing that 
~.(n'/2(fl# - fl)IPo)= N,,(O, I ~2 2A- ' ) .  
It is easily checked that 
1 ~ Eo([[ff',,j - WjII2 IV1, ... ,  V,) = Op,(1). (3.7) 
n j= l  
From this one derives ,/], = A + op o (1) and 
1_ ~ ( l~,. j -  Wj)Xj = Opo(n-1/2). (3.8) 
n j= l  
For the latter calculate the conditional second moment given U~, V~ .. . . .  U,, V. and 
use the fact that the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of (X~ . . . . .  X,) is 
bounded by 
max ~ ]Covo(Xi, X~)] <~ o'2(1 -- ]o~]) -2. 
i j=t  
The Lipschitz-continuity of ? gives 
n 
1 ~ I~. .H(Vf l  Op.(n_:/3) ' (3.9) 
.= r / j  1 
Combining the above shows that 
1 " 
~ln(fln -- fl) = n l E'= I W jX  j + Opo(n- "2) .  
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The desired result now follows from the fact that 
~72 
To see this use the following two facts. Conditionally given X 1 . . . . .  X n the random 
vectors W1 . . . .  , W, are i.i.d, with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix A, and 
~j=l  n 1 Xj2 ~ 0.2/(1 _ 0~2) in prob. 
Remark 3.7. It is worthwhile to compare the asymptotic variances of the simpler 
estimators in Examples 3.5 and 3.6 with the variance bounds in Examples 2.14 and 
2.15. The asymptotic variance of g, is 1 - e2; it must be larger than the variance 
bound a -2 J - l (1  - ~2). Hence we must have tr2J >/1. Of course, this can also be 
checked directly. There is no gain if cr2J = 1 which can only happen for normal 
densities. The gain in efficiency is large if a2J is large which happens if the score 
function for location is very different from that of a normal density. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of ~, is (1 - e2)-1 tr2A-1; it must be larger than 
the bound (1 + ctz ) -~ J -1A-~.  Thus the efficiency gain of/~, over the simpler es- 
timatorfi, depends only on the autoregression parameter  and the innovation density 
f and increases with I~1 and trzJ. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Since {ft.} and {/~.} are discretized, we may and do assume that they are non- 
stochastic sequences {e.} and {/~.} such that nl/2(~. - ~) and nl/2(~. - ~) are bounded. 
Let 0. = (~.,/~., 7,f  G). Define now X.,~ and e..,j as in (2.9) and (2.10) and set 
~o,j = ~. (v j )  - 7 (v j )  - ~ . (~. (v~_  ~) - ~(v~-  1)), 
g.,j = l~.,j - ~.ff'..j-1 and s. . j  = Wj  -- ~nWj -1 ,  j = 2 . . . .  ,n. 
We need to show that (2.13) holds. Our first step shows that (2.13) is implied by the 
following condition: 
1 ~ Sn,jrn,J = Opo (n_l/2)" (4.1) 
/~j=2 
We shall do so with the aid of a modified version of Theorem 5.3 of Schick (1993). 
Inspecting the proof of this theorem shows that the following modifications can be 
made. 
(1) sn(Zj)  can be replaced by sn(Z j ,Z l ,  . . . ,  Z. ) ,  provided n-~j= 11  n 
IIs.(Z~,Z1 . . . .  ,Z,)ll 2 = Op0. (1); and 
(2) g,,. can be replaced by 0 provided g,,. -- Op0" (n-1/2).  
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We shall apply this modified version with Zj = (Uj, V~), p = 0, c~. = q. = ft., 
/~. =/~. = 0, )Q. = (1 + 7z)j. /] .  and s.(Zj, Z1 . . . . .  Z.) =-s.,~. The role of Schick's 
(1993) Yi is played by our e.,~. We can replace g.,. by 0 as 
Sn.* = -I ~ Sn'J = OPo. ( r / -1 /2 ) .  (4.2) 
11j=2 
Note also 
?..,j = g.,j - ~.,j, j=2 , . . . ,n ,  
and f.,~ is based on U1, V~, e., ~ . . . .  , U., V., e.,.. Let 1: denote the conditional expecta- 
tion given (U1, Vx . . . .  , U., V.) and IE.,i denote the conditional expectation given 
(U1, V1 . . . . .  U., V., ~... 1 . . . . .  F..,i-1, ~:.,~+ 1 . . . . .  e.,.) 
both calculated under Po.. To apply this modified theorem of Schick (1993) we need to 
verify his Conditions M, R, S and T. In the present setting this amounts to 
) .  = J + op, (1), (M.I) 
2. = A + op0 (1), (M.2) 
1 ~ [E.(?2 j ) = Op0.(n_Z/3) ' (R.I) 
nj=2 
~. E.(I;..j - ~.,j(;.,j)[2) = Opo°(n-a/a), (R.2) 
j=2  
i#j" " 
max []S.,j[] ~ A,, (S.0) 
2<~j<~n 
1 
IIg.,j .,vii %)1), (S.1) -- - -S  2~_  
Hj=I 
1 ~ ((1 + ~,~)<i,)-~ ,.?..j = % (,-~/~). (T) 
n j=2 
In view of (M.2), (T) is equivalent to (4.1). It follows from Condition R (i.e. (R.1) to 
(R.3)) that (M.1) holds; see Remark 5.9 in Schick (1993). Both, (M.2) and (S.1), are 
implied by (3.7). Thus Condition M holds and Condition S follows as (S.0) is easily 
verified with A. = 4B.. We are left to verify Condition R. To this end write 
~.(vj) = ~.(vj) + %(vj), 
where 
]7.(v) = ~ ~k..~(v)[I[M., =0]~, (v )+/ [M. ,~> 0] ~ ~b"'~(Vi)7(V")l 
~u=l " i= l  M.,u J 
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and  
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~n(Vj) = ~ Qn,j, iXn, i = ~ Cn,j, agn,a 
i=1  a=l  
with M. , .  = Y.y: , O.,.(Vj), 
M. O...(Vi) O...(V,) 
Q..J., = Z 
u = 1 mn,u 
Let L~ denote the Lipschitz constant of 7- Then 
I r%-? [ l~= sup IG(v ) - r (v ) l~L ,M21.  
O~<v~<l 
It follows from results in Schick (1994) that 





= ~ [/Vn,j(~n(Vj) -- 7(gj)) = OPo (n -1 /2 ) .  Tn,2 ~j=l  
Analogous to the proof of (3.8) we obtain (4.6) if we show that 
A. =-  Q..j,, I~.. j  = %.(1). 
1"1 i = 1 j= l  
and 
(4.7) 
2 max C.,i.i =- Opo. (n -2/3)  and max IC.,j, il = OP0°(r / -2/3)  • 
1 <~]En i=1  1 <~j,i<~n 
Using these properties it is now easy to verify Condition R. Consequently, we have 
shown that (4.1) implies (2.13). 
Our next goal is to verify (4.1). This will be done by verifying the following 
statements: 
1_ ~, [/~, j(~n(Vj) __ 7(VJ)) = OPo (n_2/3) ' (4.4) 
r / j=  1 
1 ~ ffz j(,~.(Vj ) 7(Vj)) Opo.(n-'/2), (4.5) 
F / j=  1 
where 
fie j = l~.,j+l + I,V.,j-a, j = 1, ... ,n, and I~.,o = I~.,.+1 = 0. 
The first statement follows from (3.9), ZY= a I~.,jZ.,v(Vj) = O, v = 1 . . . .  , N., and the 
choice of the partitions. The second statement follows if we show that 
T.,x = n j=2 [/Vn,j~n(Vj) = -n i :  l X.,i j= Q.,j,i ffz ,j = opo (n-1/2) (4.6) 
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Note that the (random) matrix Q. with entires Q.,~,i s a projection matrix of rank at 
most M.. Using this, (3.7) and the definition of I~.,j one verifies that 
Eo,,(A. [ Vl, . . . ,  V.) <~ 8B"~ trace(Q.) 
n 
4 " + n,~l.~ Eoo(ll W.,~ - WjII21 v, . . . .  , v.) = Op,°(1). 
This gives (4.8). 
We verify (4.7) by showing that 
l ~ ~o, j f~7.- vdQ + opo,,(n-1/2). (4.9) Tn, 2 --  n, i 
Of course, (4.7) follows from this as ~=1 I~.,j = - I~., 1 - l~.,. = Op,,°(1). To verify 
(4.9) we shall need the following properties of G and I~.,~. 
Let %.j and G,j, i be constructed as ~. but with Vj and (Vj, Vg), respectively, omitted 
from the sample V1, . . . ,  V.. Then 
N?.,j - 7[Ix ~< L~,M; 1, [[~., j . , -  711,~ <~ L~,,M; 1, (4.10) 
- ~,.~11~ = O~,~,,(m~n-1), (4 .11)  
,i = 1 
~2~ (2.,~(V~) - f., j.,(Vj)) 2 <~ lell?l[~M.n -~. (4.12) 1 i~ j  
Of course, (4.10) restates (4.3). The statement (4.1 l) follows from the bound 
I~.(v) - "L,j(v)[ ~< 211°/11~ i . ,  <~ 4ll~'ll~ ~ 1 + M. .  
~t=l  • t t= l  , 
and the identity 
(1 )  , 
~<-- ,  p=l  . . . .  M,. Eo. 1 +-M.,. ~e(IM~.) 
Finally, (4.12) follows from the bound ]%.j(Vj) - f.,j, i(Vj)[ <~ 41lTl]~Q..j,i. 
Similarly, one verifies that there are random vectors I~.,j and I~.,j,~ that are 
independent of (Uj, Vj) and (Uj, Vj, U~, Vi), respectively, such that 
III~.,jN ~<4B., II I~.,j,,l[ ~<4B., (4.13) 
II w. , j  - ~2.,~11: = OP,,.(B2.N2.n - '), (4.14) 
j= l  
~ZY,  I I I 'F. , j -  l~.,j.,ll 2 ~< 4B.  z + 36BZ.N.n -'. (4 .15)  
i# j  
Using (4.10), (4.11), (4.14) and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality we see that (4.9) is 
equivalent to 
n j~ W.. j  y.,j(Vj) - 7(Vj) - ?.,j - 7dQ = opo(n-'/2). (4.16) 
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To verify (4.16) set 
D,,j  = - ,(vj) - f - vdQ) 
and 
Dn, j , i :  Wn, j , i (~n, j , i (Vj)-  , (V j ) -  fTn, j , , -  ,dQ)  • 
It follows from the above that 
1 
Eo.(ll p., ill 2) 0 
n j= l  
and 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Schick (1987), we find that 
which is the desired result (4.16). 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.9 
Fix h = (a, b, c, 6, q)e H and the local sequence ~n,h = (~n, fin, ]2n, fn, Gn) for 0. For 
j = 2, ... ,n, abbreviate An.j(a, b, c) by An.j and note that 
An, j = flT Xn,  j _  1 -~- bT (Wj  - O~nWj_ l) -[- bTw(Vj) + c(Vj) 
- ~,(bTw(Vj-1) + c(Vj_ 1)). 
Direct calculations how that 
Tn, i : ?lj~=2 n,j = "~i "k Ope.(1 ), i = 1, 2, (5.1) 
max n-1/ZJA.,j[ = op,.(1). (5.2) 
2<~j<~n 
For i = 1 . . . .  , n, let 5,. i denote the sigma-field generated by (U1, V1, . . . ,  Ui, Vi) 
and ~., ,+i  the sigma-field generated by (UI, V1 . . . .  , U,, V,, Y1 . . . .  , Yi). Let E.,i de- 
note the conditional expectation given 5,, ~- i calculated under P0.. Define a triangu- 
lar array {Z,,i: i = 2, ... ,2n} by 
Z,. i  = n- l /2q(U, ., Vi), i = 2 . . . .  ,n, 
Z,.n+ l = O, 
Z , , .+ j  = n-1/2(A,. j l (e, , j )  + 6(e,,j)), j = 2 . . . . .  n. 
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Then X.(h) = ~i2="2 Z., i and the desired result follows if we verify the following three 
statements: 
dP . ,h= 2. 1 2. 
°gdD,  o i=2~ Z, . , -~ ,~2E""(Z2') + Op..(1), (5.3) 
2n 
E., ,(Z 2, ,) = z + Op.,(1), (5.4) 
i -2  
where 
"r =r2J + 2zl f61dF + f62dF + fr12dG. 
It follows from (5.1) that 
2 n -1  E..i(Z.,i) = z.,2J + 2z.,1 6ldF + 32dF + qZdG = z + Op,°(1). 
i=2 /I 
Next one verifies 
E,,i(Z,,i) = 0, i = 2 . . . .  ,2n, 
and, with the aid of (5.2), the Lindeberg condition: For every e > 0 
2n 
2 E,.i(Z,,il{tz..; >,:}) = Op0(1 ). 
i=2 
Thus the Central Limit Theorem for martingales ( ee e.g. Helland, 1981) implies (5.5). 
Let # be a sigma-finite measure dominating G, G1, G2 . . . .  and let g, 91, g2, -.. be 
densities of G, Gx, G 2 . . . .  with respect o/~. For a~( - 1, 1) and ~be~, let p(. ;a,  ~) 
denote a density of ~ ~=o°~ aie~ where go, el, . . ,  are independent random variables with 
density 4). Then 
dP.,h = ~ logg.(Uj, Vj) 1 P(Y~ -_ff.U~ ~Tn(V1) ;  ~n,fn) 
°gdP .  o j=l g(U~,Vj) + °g p(Y, - fl.-~l - ~ . - ~  
f.(Yj - /~ . ,  j) + l og  - -  ' 
where 
Rn, j ~T = - /~.  u j _  ~ - ~ . (v j -  1)), / .tJj + 7.(vj) + ~.(Yj_, -~ 
T T 
- -  --~ fin U j  ~(V j )  --{- 1. f lnOj-1 - -  7 (V j -  1)) %- ~(nXn, j -  R,.j=fi, Uj + 7(V~) + ct,(Yj- 1 
Let 
l ,  = 11f l /2 ,  r~, ---- ½cSf 112 and q. = ½r/g 1/2. 
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We shall now show that 
i f(g,/2 g l /2  n -  1/2r/,)2 d/~ _~ 0 ' (5.6) 
i=1 
f lpl/2(y "~.U, - y.(V1); o:., f .)  - pl/2(y _ flT.(UI _ 7(Va); o~.,f)lZ dy = Oeo (1), 
(5.7) 
T, = ( f  1/2(y _ ~, . j  + R,. j )  _ f l /2 (y )  _ n-~/z(6 , (y)  + A, . j l , (y) ) )2dy 
j= 
- -  %oo(1). (5.8) 
These three statements correspond to statement (5) of Theorem 3.10 in Fabian and 
Hannah 0987), and the desired result (5.3) follows as shown there. Of course, (5.6) is 
implied by (2.8). (5.7) follows from Theorem 9.5 in Rudin (1974) and the fact that 
l i p (y ; -  p(y; ~, -4 an,f,) f )dy  O, 
where {a,} is a sequence in ( - 1, 1) such that nl/2(a, - ~) is bounded. The latter is 
a consequence of Lemma 5.1 below. To verify (5.8) we need 
(.R.,j - R., j  - n-1/2An,j)2 = oe~ (1), (5.9) 
j=2 
which is easy to verify and gives in view of (5.1) and (5.2) 
~ (Rn,j - -  R.,/) 2 = z2 + opo.(1), (5.10) 
j=2  
and 
R. = max [/~.,j - R.,jl -- Opo(1). 
2<~j<~n 
Now bound T, by 4(T,.1 + T,.2 + Tn,3 + Tn.4.), where 
:f r, .1 = ( f l /2  _ f l /2  _ n -1 /26, )2(y  _ ~, . j  + R,. j)dy 
j=2 J  
<~ f (n i /2( f  l/2 _ f l /2 )  _ 6 , )2 (y )dy  __, 0 
by (2.6); 
T..z = nj~= 2 (6.(y -- R.. j  + R..j) - 3 . (y ) )2dy  
~< ,~,sup< R. f (6 . (y  - t) - 6.(y))2 dy = Op..(1) 
(5.11) 
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by (5.11) and Theorem 9.5 in Rudin (1974); 
rn,  3 = ( f l /2(y _ ~,.j + e..j) _ f l /2 (y )  _ (Rn,J - R,.~)E,(Y))ZdY 
j= 
<<. ~ (R..~ -- R..~) 2 ( ( , (y  - t(R,.j - R..j)) - {,(y))Zdydt 
j=2  0 
~ E (~.,j - R . . f  sup f ( l , (Y -  tt - E,(ylt~dy = op0o(1) 
j=2  I t l~<e. 
by Assumption 1.1, (5.10) and Theorem 9.5 in Rudin (1974); and 
, ~- ~ - -n  l"2A '2f(Z(y)dy=oa,, , (1) T, 4 (R,,j - R,,j ,,~, 
j=2  
by (5.9). This proves (5.8) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
Lemma 5.1. Let k be a positive integer, ae( - 1, 1) and 49e~. Then 
flP(Y; c~) p(y; a,f)  ldy a, 
~<(k + 1) 149(y)-f(y)ldy + , ,~\ i f22a~e a( f )  -~ lx/i~_--~,_a2,(a(49) + a( f )  , 
where a, = l al V I c~l and a(qo) denotes the standard deviation of a density q~ in ~. 
Proof. For y = N define 
Pk(Y; a, 4)) = 49 Y -- aiY, ¢(y~)dy~ 
i=1  i TM 
and 
qk(Y; a, 49) = fPk(Y -- ak+lt; ~,f)p(t; a, 49) dt. 
Then 
IPk(Y; a, 49) -- p~(y; ~, f ) ldy  <~ (k + 1) 149(Y) - f (y)Ldy + ~ la' - ~il 
i=1  
f la-~l ~< (k + 1) 149(Y) - f (y ) ldy  + (f-_:a.)2 a ( fk / )  
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and 
f lqk(Y; a, Cb) -- Pk(Y; ct, f)  ldY <~ lal k+ ~ f lYIP(Y; a, c~)dy f lf'(y)l dy 
l a I k + t /%(¢)  
x/1 - a 2 
We used the fact that ~lf'(y)ldy <~ ~/Q and 
k k i -1  k 
la i -  ~i I <~ [a - ~[ ~ ~ [ai-J-lo~Jl <~ la -- ~1 ~ ia, -1 <~ !a_--sl 
i=l  i=l  j :o  i=1 (1 - -  a , )  2" 
As p( y; a, 4) = ~ Pk( Y -- ta k+ l; a, (a) p(t; a, q~ ) dt, we obta in the desired result. [] 
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